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FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear Reader,

I write this on April 22, 2023 (EARTH DAY) in anticipation of this very catalog you are holding. As I sit outside and look down towards Sabbath Creek, the birds are—in the words of Friend Owl in Bambi—twitterpated, as are the chipmunks and all of the other creatures. Our Spring here has been beautiful with a good mix of sun and rain, and pleasant temperatures. New life is coming from the plants, the flowers, the trees. The birdhouse someone gave me two years ago now has residents in it and those eggs will hatch soon and new life will fly out to find sustenance. Our red-shouldered hawks, the great blue heron, and the rest of our Sabbath Creek residents are surviving and thriving.

As I sit outside after I get home in the evening, the birds sing until dark. Their songs are mystical, and they remind me every day that we avoided (so far) the silence that Rachel Carson warned us about in Silent Spring (1962). With scientific acumen and the pen of a storyteller, she wrote a book that changed the world. It alerted the public to the dangers of DDT and other chemicals that were harming both nature and humans, but not separately. We were being harmed together, for her point was that humans cannot be separated from nature—we are one.

So, thanks to a book and a movement we still have musical Springs, and the air is filled with nature’s playlist from cardinals to wrens, from hawks to eastern towhees.

Even though your Spring may be a few weeks away when you read this, each book is—like Spring—a new life, a voice that is desiring to be heard. Whether it is a novel that will fulfill your evening, or a poet sharing a moment of sublimity, or a historian sharing a “new” old story, each book is a sign of a perpetual Spring. Each book is a reminder that Spring is a renaissance.

Marc Jolley
April 2023
A work of art as well as a work of literature, *A Year of Birds* will be welcomed by nature lovers, art lovers, and birders. With 150 watercolors and field sketches by renowned bird artist Barry Van Dusen and a foreword by celebrated naturalist Peter Alden, the author of numerous *Audubon Field Guides*, *A Year of Birds* showcases Henry David Thoreau’s writings on birds in a way never seen before.

Unlike previous collections, the observations in *A Year of Birds* are arranged by the day of the year, emphasizing the relationship of birds with their environment and the spiritual significance of the seasons. On any given day, curious readers might step into their yards and compare the birds they observe with those that Thoreau saw and heard.

With a focus on the town of Concord, Massachusetts, where Thoreau spent most of his life, *A Year of Birds* includes the best of Thoreau’s unparalleled descriptions of birds, from the red-tailed hawk to the Blackburnian warbler. Also included are descriptions of bird hunting, birds in museums, and birds as metaphor. Special sections are devoted to the now-vanished passenger pigeon and to Thoreau’s mysterious “night warbler.”

“A partridge bursts away from under the rock below me on quivering wings like some moths I have seen. We have then flowers and the song of birds before the woods leave out—like poetry.” —Henry David Thoreau (May 1, 1852)

---

**Geoff Wisner** is a board member of the Thoreau Society and the editor of *Thoreau’s Wildflowers* (Yale) and *Thoreau’s Animals* (Yale). He earned a degree in English and American Literature from Harvard University, and has written for the *Boston Globe*, *Christian Science Monitor*, and *The Wall Street Journal*. Learn more about him at www.geoffwisner.com.

Massachusetts artist **Barry Van Dusen** is the author and illustrator of *Finding Sanctuary*, based on visits to sixty-one of Mass Audubon’s wildlife sanctuaries, nature centers, and museums. He is a strong proponent of working directly from life, even with difficult subjects such as wild birds. Learn more about him at www.barryvandusen.com.

**Peter Alden** followed Thoreau’s trails and bird notes growing up in Concord, where he still lives. He has authored fifteen bird/nature/travel books and has led wildlife tours to more than 100 countries. His Great Walden Bioblitzes have found 3,600 species within five miles of Walden Pond.
Richard Rankin writes books and articles on cultural history, nature, and hunting. After a long career as a college professor and administrator and an independent school headmaster, Rankin directs the Interlaken Wildlife Center in Cameron, South Carolina. An outdoorsman, conservationist, and Presbyterian layman, he and his family are the sixth generation living on family land in the North Carolina Piedmont.

Local Signs and Wonders
Essays about Belonging to a Place
Richard Rankin

Also available in e-book format

April 2024
Essays

Local Signs and Wonders is an essay collection describing how attachment to a family homestead creates a sense of wellbeing, fulfillment, and belonging. Richard Rankin lives on family property settled in the mid 1760s and farmed until the 1970s. The Rankin home place sits in a shrinking countryside about twenty miles west of fast-growing Charlotte, North Carolina.

The desire to belong to a place grows out of a deep yearning to feel at home in the world and to find a particular location where that feeling is best satisfied.

Individual essays treat diverse local topics including the disappearance of family farms, complicated racial history, soil conservation, physical labor as recreation, the influence of a great tree, chicken fighting, folk history, folk healing, the disappearance of bobwhite quail, black bear restoration, and exemplary outdoorsmen. As a whole, the pieces reveal how a settled inhabitant’s personal identity grows from a local landscape and its history and culture. How the Creator invites the settler to join an ongoing partnership to re-create and steward a beloved place and its creatures. And how this creative process leads to a greater appreciation of local things and people.

With local farming gone, suburban development exploding, and the planet warming, several essays focus on land stewardship and conservation as a remedy. Despite rural decline and environmental peril, these essays show how staying on family land benefits personal wholeness, rich relationships with family, neighbors and wildlife, and service to creation.
Learning to live inside one’s own unfathomable longing—and how yearning for God can shape a willing life

Vincent Van Gogh, even with his mental illness, poverty, isolation, and persistent failure, reflected compassion remarkable for his own life of rejection. He loved God. He loved beauty. He acknowledged his own shortcomings and was never as good as he wanted to be. He might be an unlikely role model for some, since he was neither saintly nor successful; but his serious attention to human suffering, as well as to beauty in the world around him, gave this author a different vision.

In a nation that lives inside the politics of the day—reveling in the constant wish to be right, or for others to be wrong—these essays might prove to be an antidote. Cox writes about her own experiences—sometimes imprudent, sometimes profound: weeks spent living in a homeless shelter in New York City, a trip to the Mid-East where she visited Yasser Arafat in his compound, an unexpectedly impacting Alaskan adventure, working with abused/neglected children, and the explorations of the mind through reading. Each experience reflected and gave insight into what this author lacked, while deepening a sympathy learned from those around her—always trying to cross that bridge of understanding. One section titled “Prayer Walks” includes a more daily pursuit into a life of “paying attention.”

Reading Van Gogh plunges into the ideas of psychologists, artists, poets, physicists, and fiction writers who combine reason, imagination, and experience in a way that might enlarge, or even change, the definitions we live by.

“Elizabeth Cox writes beautiful, energetic prose, and she writes particularly well of the great human mystery of ‘going in,’ and of the greatest mystery, of finding there as a certainty, the great lovingness she recognizes as God. This book is elegantly lived theology.” —Coleman Barks, author of The Essential Rumi

Elizabeth Cox has published five novels, a collection of short stories, and a book of poetry. She has won the North Carolina Fiction Award, the Lillian Smith Award for a novel, and in 2013 she was awarded the Robert Penn Warren Award for Fiction. Cox taught creative writing at Duke University for seventeen years, and has also taught at Bennington College, Boston College, and MIT. She resides in Spartanburg, South Carolina. Learn more about her at www.elizabethcox.net.
Sudden Death: A Novel  Carolyn Curry  P659 | $20.00 | 9780881468700  e-book | $20.00 | 9780881468519

Tell It True: A Novel  John Pratt  P656 | $20.00 | 9780881468670  e-book | $20.00 | 9780881468663

The Girl with Kaleidoscope Eyes: A Novel  Raymond L. Atkins  H857 | $24.00 | 9780881462111  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881462128

Bogmeadow’s Wish: A Novel  Terry Kay†  P646 | $20.00 | 9780881468489  e-book | $20.00 | 9780881468496

The King Who Made Paper Flowers: A Novel  Terry Kay†  P649 | $20.00 | 9780881468700

Bells for Eli: A Novel  Susan Beckham Zurenda  P608 | $18.00 | 9780881464536  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881464567

Camp Redemption: A Novel  Terry Kay†  H953 | $17.00 | 9780881466281  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466298

Set List: A Novel  Raymond L. Atkins  P495 | $18.00 | 9780881465075  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881465082

Pianos Days: A Novel  Susan Beckham Zurenda  P608 | $18.00 | 9780881467741  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881467758

Camp Redemption: A Novel  Raymond L. Atkins  H864 | $25.00 | 9780881464269  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881464283

The Seventh Mirror  Terry Kay* H874 | $16.00 | 9780881464528  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881464566

Sweetwater Blues: A Novel  Raymond L. Atkins  P495 | $18.00 | 9780881465059  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881465066

The Greates of Cuttercane: Stories  Terry Kay* H827 | $22.00 | 9780881464294  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881464300

Yogurt: A Novel  Raymond L. Atkins  H888 | $18.00 | 9780881464628  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881464635

Tower: Stories  Andy Plattner  P637 | $19.00 | 9780881468281  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881468298

Dixie Luck: Stories and the novella Terminal  Andy Plattner  P560 | $17.00 | 9780881466154  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466147

Easter Weekend: A Novel  David Bottoms†  P563 | $17.00 | 9780881465542

You and I and Someone Else: A Novel  Terry Kay* H888 | $26.00 | 9780881464294  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881464300

Kiss of the Jewel Bird: A Novel  Dale Craner  P504 | $18.00 | 9780881465259  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881465334

Far Beyond the Gates: A Novel  Philip Lee Williams  H982 | $25.00 | 9780881467369  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881467451

Sarastro’s Cave: Letters from the Recent Past  Richard Velkley  H1002 | $20.00 | 9780881467802  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881467949

Glimmerglass: A Novel  Marly Youmans  H953 | $24.00 | 9780881466281  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466298

A Death at the White Camellia Orphanage: A Novel  Marly Youmans  P467 | $18.00 | 9780881464467  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881463644

Maze of Blood: A Novel  Marly Youmans  H905 | $24.00 | 9780881465365

Haints on Black Mountain: A Haunted Short Story Collection  Ann Hite  P647 | $20.00 | 9780881468526  e-book | $20.00 | 9780881468533

The Curious Vision of Sammy Levitt and Other Stories  David Bottoms†  P563 | $17.00 | 9780881465542

The Gospel of Rot: A Novel  Terry Kay†  H982 | $25.00 | 9780881466281  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466298

Christmas Gift!: Ferrol Sams†; includes CD of author reading story  H810 | $25.00 | 9780881462111
There is much about her hometown that Carrie Buck loves: Venable Elementary where she first learned to read; Starr Hill because that’s where Miss Mora lives; Chancellor’s Drugstore where she sometimes gets a free cola; and Anderson’s Bookstore where a girl can look through all the books she likes.

While 1920s Charlottesville, Virginia, is a charming place to grow up, there’s one thing Carrie doesn’t like about her hometown—her home. Abandoned by her father and taken from her mother, Carrie is put up for fostering as a toddler. A silent child, her foster parents regard her as slow. She feels no obligation to correct them. At age ten, Carrie is forced to leave school to work as a domestic.

Carrie’s lone ally, Miss Mora, a Scottish immigrant, is hindered by racial barriers from being the helper Carrie so desperately needs. But when Carrie turns up pregnant at seventeen, it is Miss Mora—Charlottesville’s most competent midwife—who she turns to.

Fearing their nephew’s assault of Carrie will be discovered, Carrie’s foster parents fraudulently commit her to the Virginia Colony for Epileptics and Feebleminded. They claim custody of her infant daughter. Dr. Priddy, the colony’s superintendent, deceptively labels Carrie an imbecile, unfit to bear children. In pursuit of a legal argument granting states the right to forcibly sterilize individuals, he exploits her.

No Perfect Mothers explores characters, historical and imagined, who over the late 1800s to the 1920s were parties to the infamous Buck v. Bell U.S. Supreme Court case of 1927. Here, Carrie is given back what was denied her by the Court and by society some 100 years ago—her own voice and personhood.

Karen Spears Zacharias is an American writer whose work focuses on women and justice. She holds an MA in Appalachian Studies from Shepherd University and an MA in Creative Media Practice from the University of West Scotland. She lives at the foot of the Cascade Mountains in Deschutes County, Oregon. Zacharias taught First-Amendment Rights at Central Washington University and continues to teach at writing workshops around the country. Learn more about her at www.karenzach.com.
Jack B. Bedell is professor of English and coordinator of Creative Writing at Southeastern Louisiana University where he also edits Louisiana Literature and directs the Louisiana Literature Press. His latest collections are Against the Woods’ Dark Trunks, Color All Maps New, and No Brother, This Storm. Bedell served as Louisiana Poet Laureate, 2017–2019. Learn more about him at www.jackbbedell.com.

Evoking memory and respecting ghosts of the past and present

All manner of ghosts haunt the poems in Jack Bedell’s new collection, Ghost Forest. From memories of lost loved ones, to the ghosts of heroes, to the remnants of an eroding coastline, these spectres fill Bedell’s lines with beauty and wisdom to help us all move into the future.

Sometimes through memory, sometimes through visitation, sometimes through pure fantasy, Bedell’s poems invoke spirits to help us see the world as it needs to be seen—or put back whole our broken pasts to make moving forward possible.

No matter if it’s Sonny Liston in need of a moment’s peace, a ghost forest glowing as harbinger of what’s headed our way, or old habits left to us by family we’ve lost come back around on the breeze to make their souls present in this world, Ghost Forest takes time, page by page, to pay its due respects.

“Ghost Forest is a vibrant collection devoted to the seen and unseen. These poems sing, building lush rhythms rejoicing in how memory, nature, music, death, and life are always shaping us.” —Michael Garrigan, author of River, Amen and Robbing the Pillars

“Ghost Forest welcomes you in gently, like a warm kitchen filled with rain smell and the sizzle of onions in the frying pan, an extra chair set at the table to invite a nearby ghost to stay a spell.” —Dayna Patterson, founding editor emerita of Psaltery & Lyre

“Whether invoking the personal ghosts of family and friends, or describing the ghosts a swamp healer calls in her practice, or hearing ancient voices in a cave painting, Bedell shows how rich a life is when the spirits of our past are welcomed to the present.” —Grant Clauser, author of Muddy Dragon on the Road to Heaven
Catherine Staples grew up in Massachusetts and it’s there—in New England woods, meadows, and Cape Cod coasts—that the loss of her brother plays out as a quest across space and time: from a weathervane in Madison Square Park to a rusty pump in the mountains, from words etched on nineteenth-century glass to the track of skates on the Charles River. Place is at the heart of the transformation of loss. So, too, are myth and the lives of New England’s early naturalists and Transcendentalists. Henry David Thoreau’s narrative echoes and enlarges hers. He, too, lost a brother and found his way by tuning ear, eye, and stride to “the living earth,” a new way of seeing things.

Vert is an old word in danger of being lost. “In English forest law,” it’s “everything that grows and forms a green leaf, serving as cover for deer.” It’s suggestive of habitat, our imperiled earth, the small spinney of a brother’s memory.

“Sorrow sung well becomes beauty”—in music-soaked language, Vert creates the green sanctuary its name evokes, cover and sustenance when “the arrow… has gone too deep… the deep wound of losing a brother.” These eloquent lyric poems echo Orpheus’s journey, ‘I turned to answer your look / but you were the lake,’ while brilliantly reversing the Orphic tradition. For it isn’t human grief whose song moves nature but—oppositely—the rich music that rises from ‘earth’s sweet continuance’ that moves and revivifies the poet—‘the orchard as witness.’”

—Eleanor Wilner, author of Before Our Eyes and recipient of the Frost Medal


Poems about the natural world, living through loss, and the healing powers of nature, imagination, and writing
Timothy H. Scherman is distinguished professor of English at Northeastern Illinois University. A graduate of Dartmouth College and Duke University, his career-long recovery of the life and work of Elizabeth Oakes Smith began in 1991 and continues to the present day. Scherman is founder and president of the Elizabeth Oakes Smith Society and editor of the most comprehensive and current collection of her work. Learn more at www.oakes-smith.org.

Elizabeth Oakes Smith: Selected Writings, Volume II documents a literary celebrity’s decision to commit herself to the cause of woman’s rights.

The first volume of this series revealed a feminist sensibility in the subtexts of Oakes Smith’s early poetry, fiction, and memoir. Volume II traces the sharp turn in her career at mid-century—a multidimensional effort involving newspaper editorial, a lecture career extending as far as Louisville and Chicago, and throughout these efforts, an attempt to garner the support to inaugurate the first journal owned and edited by women dedicated to the cause of woman’s empowerment.

Featured are fully annotated editions of two of Oakes Smith’s treatises published in the early 1850s (Woman and Her Needs and Hints on Dress and Beauty), along with her most popular lecture, “The Dignity of Labor.” Correspondence collected and edited here for the first time between Oakes Smith and Wendell Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, Lucretia Mott, Horace Greeley, and other reform leaders of the period regarding her projected journal, the *The Egeria*, reveal the economic challenges faced by radical leaders in the Antebellum period.

“Scherman’s long research recovers a woman writer and advocate who was at once the bearer of Margaret Fuller’s legacy and the most accessible American voice of first wave feminism. Oakes Smith promoted a soul-based ‘Woman Thought’ that also demanded outward action against injustice; as she counseled her readers, it was time to ‘up and do.’”

—Phyllis Cole, coeditor of *Toward a Female Genealogy of Transcendentalism*

TITLES OF INTEREST

Elizabeth Oakes Smith: Selected Writings, Volume I
Emergence and Fame, 1831–1849, edited by Timothy H. Scherman
Hardback | $45.00 | H1034
978-0-88146-885-4
e-book | $45.00
978-0-88146-886-1

Charlotte Atlee White Rowe
The Story of America’s First Appointed Woman Missionary
Vol 1: 1826–1845
H783 | 978-0-88146-149-7
Vol 2: 1846–1847
H791 | 978-0-88146156-5
Vol 3: 1848–1851
H803 | 978-0-88146-189-3
Vol 4: Jan 1848–Sept 1851
H801 | 978-0-88146-190-6
Vol 5: Oct 1851–Sept 1852
H843 | 978-0-88146-416-0
Vol 6: Oct 1, 1852–June 2, 1854 Letters...
H862 | 978-0-88146-416-0
Vol 7: May 1834–June 1854
The Collected Poetry and Fiction
H872 | 978-0-88146-441-2
All Hardback Volumes | $60.00

The Life and Letters of Emily Chubbuck Judson (Fanny Forester)
Vol 1: Biographies and Timelines
H772 | 978-0-88146-131-2
Vol 2: 1826–1845
H783 | 978-0-88146-149-7 Vol 3: 1846–1847
H791 | 978-0-88146-156-5
Vol 4: Jan 1848–Sept 1851
H803 | 978-0-88146-189-3
Vol 5: Oct 1851–Sept 1852
H843 | 978-0-88146-416-0
Vol 6: Oct 1, 1852–June 2, 1854 Letters...
H862 | 978-0-88146-416-0
Vol 7: May 1834–June 1854
The Collected Poetry and Fiction
H872 | 978-0-88146-441-2
All Hardback Volumes | $60.00

Elizabeth Oakes Smith: Selected Writings, Volume II
Feminist Journalism and Public Activism, 1850–1854
edited by Timothy H. Scherman
Also available in e-book format

March 2024
Women’s Studies/Literature

Mid-career writings of this prolific nineteenth-century author-turned-activist in support of women’s rights and empowerment

**Elizabeth Oakes Smith: Selected Writings, Volume II**

Feminist Journalism and Public Activism, 1850–1854

*Also available in e-book format*

**March 2024**

**Women’s Studies/Literature**

MARCH 2024 | WOMEN’S STUDIES/LITERATURE

6 x 9 | 352 pp. | Hardback, $45.00 | 978-0-88146-923-3 | H1043 | Bibliography | Index
e-book, $45.00 | 978-0-88146-929-5
Additional Backlist—Essays, Literary Criticism, History, & Memoir

**ESSAYS**

- The Significant Lawyer: The Pursuit of Purpose and Professionalism  
  Author: William S. Dufty, Jr.  
  Price: $27.00  
  ISBN: 9780881468205  
  E-book: $25.00  
  ISBN: 9780881468122

- Tales from Georgia's Great Line  
  Author: Larry Walker  
  Price: $24.00  
  ISBN: 9780881467920  
  E-book: $23.00  
  ISBN: 9780881468168

- Perfect Pitch: The National Anthem for the National Pastime  
  Author: Joseph L. Price  
  Price: $25.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466560

**LITERARY CRITICISM**

- Symbol and Existence: A Study in Meaning  
  Author: Walker Percy†, Kenneth L. Ketner, et.al.  
  Price: $18.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466157

- Becoming Human: Kierkegaardian Reflections on Ethical Models in Literature  
  Author: Jamie Lorentzen  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466140

- Listening for God: Malamud, O'Connor, Updike, & Morrison  
  Author: Peter C. Brown  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466680

- Better to See You With: Perspectives on Flannery O'Connor, Selected and New  
  Author: Marshall Bruce Gentry  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466250

- Understanding the Short Fiction of Carson McCullers  
  Author: Alison Graham-Bertolini  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466406

- Listening to Life: Books, Memory, and Travel  
  Author: Appointed Rounds  
  Price: $25.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466386

- When Fiction and Philosophy Meet: A Conversation with Flannery O'Connor and Simone Weil  
  Author: Christopher Martin  
  Price: $18.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466617

- From the Plantation to the Prison: African-American Confinement Literature  
  Author: Tara T. Green  
  Price: $16.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466652

- In His Own Words: Houston Hartsfield Holloway's Slavery, Emancipation, and Ministry in Georgia  
  Author: Scott C. Williamson  
  Price: $30.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466617

- The Voice of an American Playwright: Interviews with Horton Foote  
  Author: In His Own Words, Houston Hartsfield Holloway  
  Price: $16.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466617

- The C. S. Lewis Phenomenon: Christianity and the Public Sphere  
  Author: Samuel Joekel  
  Price: $30.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466375

- The Voice of an American Playwright: Interviews with Horton Foote  
  Author: Gerald C. Wood  
  Price: $30.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466375

- The Marriage of Faith: Christianity in Jane Austen and William Wordsworth  
  Author: Laura Dodds  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466281

- The Church Without the Church: Desert Orthodoxy in Flannery O'Connor's "Dear Old Dirty Southland"  
  Author: M.K. Shoediv  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466281

**HISTORY/MEMOIR**

- Tigers in the Tempest: Savannah State University and the Struggle for Civil Rights  
  Author: Andrew Young and the Making of Modern Atlanta  
  Price: $30.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466748

- America's Historically Black Colleges & Universities: A Narrative History, 1837–2009  
  Author: Andrew Young and the Making of Modern Atlanta  
  Price: $30.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466748

- From the Plantation to the Prison: African-American Confinement Literature  
  Author: edited by Tara T. Green  
  Price: $35.00  
  ISBN: 9780881466592

Current and recent backlist titles can also be found on pages 25 & 26.
How does psychoanalysis animate racial passing and how does racial passing inspire psychoanalysis? Despite long-held beliefs that the two have nothing in common, Donavan L. Ramon poses that psychoanalysis is relevant for understanding the reasons behind jumping the color line.

Beginning with the premise that Sigmund Freud created psychoanalysis to contend with his own anxieties about race, Ramon explores canonical and non-canonical passing narratives using psychoanalytic perspectives. He closely reads narratives by Charles Chesnutt, James Weldon Johnson, Nella Larsen, Alice Dunbar-Nelson, Jessie Fauset, Anita Reynolds, Danzy Senna, Vera Caspary, Anatole Broyard, and Philip Roth to advance several provocative claims about the intersections of passing and psychoanalysis. Chief among them are the youthful trauma and psychological consequences of racial passing. For instance, while the death drive motivates fictional racial passers to hasten their own deaths, those who pass in real life often seek their own immortality through print despite hiding their Blackness. Throughout this analysis, Ramon underscores the nuances of racial passing in school as the place of trauma for Black subjects.

Ramon’s work is deeply interdisciplinary, threading psychoanalysis and other theoretical perspectives throughout persuasive close readings of twentieth and twenty-first century racial passing narratives. The monograph concludes with a meditation on today’s ineffective language of race, which hinders racial progress.

Scholars of race, African American Literature, American Literature, and psychoanalysis will find Ramon’s book compelling.
Selected Backlist—Memoir, Biography, Music, & Food

Samuel Elbert and the Age of Revolution in Georgia, 1740–1788  
Clay Outz  H1027 | $45.00 | 9780881468588
Presidential Archivist: A Memoir  
David E. Alsobrook†  H994 | $29.00 | 9780881467635
James Dickey: A Literary Life  
Gordon Van Ness  H1021 | $45.00 | 9780881468267
A White Liberal College President in the Jim Crow South: G. H. Wells and the YWCA at SC for Women, 1934–1953  
Sandra E. Godwin  H1006 | $35.00 | 9780881467901
The Technological University Reimagined: Georgia Institute of Technology, 1994–2008  
G. Wayne Clough  H1014 | $27.00 | 9780881468210  e-book | $29.00 | 9780881468175
A Giant from Georgia: The Life of U.S. Senator Walter F. George, 1878–1957  
James A. Casteel  H955 | $45.00 | 9780881467678
Jack Roper  H966 | $40.00 | 9780881466904
The CEO as Urban Statesman  
Sam A. Williams  H895 | $25.00 | 9780881465105

Current and recent backlist titles can also be found on pages 25 & 26

Roll the Stone Away: A Family’s Legacy of Racism and Abuse  
Ann Hite  P598 | $18.00 | 9780881467321  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881467482
The Brothers of Bragg: A Mother’s Memoir  
Julie Wallace Bragg  P566 | $18.00 | 9780881466848
Another Five Big Mountains and Treks: A Regular Guy’s Guide to Climbing Mt. Rainier, Everest Base Camp, Mt. Fuji, the Inca Trail/Machu Picchu, and Cho Oyu  
David Schaeffer  H954 | $30.00 | 9780881466376  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466474
An Officer of the Old Guard: Lewis Stevenson Craig, 1807–1852  
William H. Bragg  H995 | $35.00 | 9780881467642
Tommy Malone, Trial Lawyer: ...One of America’s Greatest Trial Lawyers  
Vincent Captols  H955 | $30.00 | 9780881466621  e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466850
The Best President the Nation Never Had: A Memoir of Working with Sam Nunn  
Roland McElroy  H940 | $30.00 | 9780881466287
To Make a Difference: James T. McAfee, Jr.  
Scott Walker  H897 | $25.00 | 9780881465136
The Best of Bob Steed: The Not-So-Serious but Seriously Accomplished Life of Robert L. Steed  
Robert L. Steed with Chuck Perry  H894 | $25.00 | 9780881465099
Clarence Jordan: A Radical Pilgrimage in Scorn of the Consequences  
Frederick D. Lowing  H943 | $35.00 | 9780881466324

Fresh Water from Old Wells  
Cindy Henry McMahon  P536 | $19.00 | 9780881465266

Paper, Scissors, Rock-n-Roll: Ringo, Duane, & Me  
Bill Thomas  P644 | $20.00 | 9780881468458
Fix It in the Mix: A Memoir...Paul Hamby with Michael Buffalo Smith’  P620 | $20.00 | 9780881466789
A Never-Ending Groove: Johnny Sandlin’s Musical Odyssey  
Annadelie G. Sandlin  H839 | $30.00 | 9780881466270
Something in the Water: A History of Music in Macon, Georgia, 1823–1980  
Ben Wynne  H1008 | $35.00 | 9780881468021
Prisoner of Southern Rock: A Memoir  
Michael Buffalo Smith’  H847 | $27.00 | 9780881463811
Rebel Yell: An Oral History of Southern Rock  
Michael Buffalo Smith’  P490 | $24.00 | 9780881464955
From Macon to Jacksonville: More Conversations in Southern Rock  
Michael Buffalo Smith’  P570 | $24.00 | 9780881466683
The Music of The Statler Brothers: An Anthology  
Don Reid  H990 | $29.00 | 9780881467512  e-book | $25.00 | 9780881467956
The Ragin’ Cajun: Memoir of a Louisiana Man  
Doug Karnow with Cathie Peletier  H978 | $29.00 | 9780881467161
Doc Schneider  P546 | $45.00 | 9780881466201

No Saints, No Saviors: My Years With The Allman Brothers Band  
Willie Perkins  P547 | $19.00 | 9780881466218
Willie Perkins and Jack Weston  P518 | $25.00 | 9780881465471
Diary of a Rock and Roll Tour Manager: 2,190 Days and Nights with the South’s Premier Rock Band  
Willie Perkins  P645 | $25.00 | 9780881464845
Farming, Friends & Fried Bologna Sandwiches  
Renaes Winchester  P494 | $21.00 | 9780881465044
Rise and Shine!: A Southern Son’s Treasury of Food, Family, and Friends  
Johnathan Scott Barrett  H907 | $27.00 | 9780881465426
Cook & Tell: Recipes and Stories from Southern Kitchens  
Johnathan Scott Barrett  H938 | $28.00 | 9780881466622
A Southern Woman’s Guide to Herbs  
Jaclyn Weldon White’  P472 | $20.00 | 9780881464603
Heritage Cooking Inspired by Rebecca Boone  
Mary Bolen  P603 | $23.00 | 9780881463831
Texas Tavern: Four Generations of The Millionaires Club  
Shari L. Dragovich  P614 | $23.00 | 9780881467604
The Profilffits of Ridgewood: An Appalachian Family’s Life in Barbecue  
Fred Sauerman  P550 | $20.00 | 9780881466270
The Wild and the Sacred: Evaluating and Protecting the Ocmulgee River Corridor
Chris Watson
P653 | $16.00t | 9780881468632
A River of Time: Archaeological Treasures of the Ocmulgee Corridor
Dominic Day
P654 | $16.00t | 9780881468649
From Settlement to Society: A History of the Early Mississippian Settlement at Ocmulgee
Daniel Philip Bigman
P655 | $16.00t | 9780881468656
Ocmulgee National Monument: A Brief History with Field Notes
Matthew Jennings and Gordon Johnston
P557 | $17.00t | 9780881466478
The Birth of a New South: Sherman, Grady, and the Making of Atlanta
E. Culpepper Clark
H1005 | $35.00t | 9780881467888
Rightful Liberty: Slavery, Morality, and Thomas Jefferson’s World
Arthur Scher
H1101 | $39.00t | 9780881468452
Lighthouses of the Georgia Coast
William Rowings
H1001 | $29.00t | 9780881467758
The Columbus Stocking Strangler
Jimmy Carter
P577 | $25.00t | 9780881468434
Reckless Misfortune: The Century We Inherited from the First World War
Christopher Blake
H1009 | $30.00t | 9780881468045
e-book | $30.00 | 9780881468144
A Proud Athletic History: 100 Years of the Southern Conference
John Iannone
H992 | $45.00t | 9780881467550
The Filming of Gone With the Wind
Herb Bridges
P589 | $25.00t | 9780881466881
e-book | $25.00 | 9780881468441
A Cloud of Witnesses from the Heart of the City: First Presbyterian Church, Raleigh, 1816–2016
Bruce T. Gourley
H930 | $29.00t | 9780881466072
Liberty, State, and Union: The Political Theory of Thomas Jefferson
Luigi Marco Bassani
H802 | $35.00t | 9780881461862
e-book | $12.00 | 9780881463804
Liberty, State, and Union: The Political Theory of Thomas Jefferson
E. Culpepper Clark
H948 | $30.00t | 9780881466447
The Craftsmanship of Jimmy Carter
Christopher Blake
P180 | $35.00t | 9780881465747
Centennial: A History of the Henry W. Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communication at The University of Georgia
W. Glenn Jonas, Jr.
P670 | $25.00t | 9780881468915
e-book | $25.00 | 9780881468434
The Columbus Stocking Strangler
Jimmy Carter
P577 | $20.00t | 9780881462876
e-book | $12.00 | 9780881463804
The Triumph of the Ecunnau-Nuxulgee: ...the Removal of the Creek Indians from GA and AL, 1825–38
E. Culpepper Clark
H910 | $35.00t | 9780881465518
Current and recent backlist titles can also be found on pages 25 & 26
THE CASSVILLE AFFAIRS
Johnston, Hood, and the Failed Confederate Strategy in the Atlanta Campaign, 19 May 1864
Robert D. Jenkins, Sr.

February 2024
Civil War History

Reexamining controversial events at Cassville—including the Confederate leadership—during this decisive campaign

Civil War historians have remained baffled over the Cassville controversies for the past 150 plus years. There are two versions of events: Confederate commanding General Joseph E. Johnston’s story, and Lieutenant General John Bell Hood’s story. But Federal General William T. Sherman had other plans, and it was Confederates who would be “surprised” instead.

The Cassville Affairs—there were two of them—because there were two critical decisions that the Confederate leadership faced at Cassville: first, whether to attack a portion of the Federal army in the morning; and second, once the morning attack was no longer feasible, whether to stay and fight the next day. Both decisions were the responsibility of Johnston, and both decisions involved the advice and assistance by Hood. Johnston issued a General Order to all soldiers that morning proclaiming that the army had fallen back enough and would now turn and face the enemy. After a series of unforeseen circumstances, however, the Southern commander withdrew without a fight.

Before the war even concluded, Johnston and Hood began finger-pointing as they wrote their own versions of what happened that day. Since then, historians have been scratching their heads as to who was telling the truth, or if either one was honest. The Cassville Affairs promises to change our understanding of the events surrounding the Cassville controversies and close the gap in its history. Replete with both period and modern-day color maps, The Cassville Affairs will be a vital book in the annals of the Atlanta Campaign.

A native of Chamblee, Robert D. (Bob) Jenkins, Sr. has been a trial attorney in Dalton, Georgia, since 1990. He holds a BBA in Business Management from Georgia Southern University and a JD from Mercer University School of Law. He is the author The Battle of Peach Tree Creek and To the Gates of Atlanta. Jenkins is president of Save the Dalton Battlefields, LLC and is vice chair of Whitfield County’s Historic Preservation Commission. Through their efforts, the County has acquired and opened Mill Creek Gap Park, Potato Hill Park, and Rocky Face Ridge Park.
The Wild and the Sacred
Evaluating and Protecting the Ocmulgee River Corridor, Volume 1
Chris Watson; edited by S. Heather Duncan

Chris Watson began developing a tool for mapping wildness across the Georgia landscape, but as work progressed, the study’s conception of the region’s significance expanded beyond ecology: the floodplain’s value is immeasurable to the Muscogee Indians. As the earliest people to settle the Southeast, their ancestors left a physical imprint on the land, from the remains of villages to giant earthen mounds. In turn, the land left a spiritual imprint upon the Muscogee that is still felt today.

Chris Watson is campaign director with the National Parks Conservation Association’s southeast regional office in Knoxville, Tennessee. With the organization since 2010, he directs projects primarily in Georgia and Kentucky. Watson holds a PhD in Conservation Geography from the University of Georgia.

A River of Time
Archaeological Treasures of the Ocmulgee Corridor, Volume 2
Dominic Day; edited by S. Heather Duncan

Every year, thousands of visitors climb the tallest of the ancient Ocmulgee Mounds in Macon, Georgia. Gazing fifty-five feet down from the top of this Great Temple Mound gives a sense of the might and mystery of the earliest Southeastern American civilization. According to Dominic Day, the archaeological finds cover more than fifteen thousand years, the complete human record in the Southeast. While most are not included in the national historical park, this Mercer study makes a strong argument that many should be.

Dominic Day is a Middle Georgia native and a geospatial and cultural resource professional. Day completed studies in anthropology at Georgia State University and geographic information science at Georgia Tech. He currently works with the Environmental Planning group at HNTB in Atlanta, Georgia.

From Settlement to Society
A History of the Early Mississippian Settlement at Ocmulgee, Volume 3
Daniel Philip Bigman; edited by S. Heather Duncan

Daniel Bigman’s research places Ocmulgee’s development in the context of other large Early Mississippian mound centers and communities in the geographic region. Bigman argues that Ocmulgee is not a “mystery”—something odd and different—but rather a case study in understanding the interactions among Mississippian communities and how Ocmulgee’s struggle for power shaped an individual settlement while leadership roles evolved and social inequality fluctuated.

Daniel Bigman received a PhD in Anthropology from the University of Georgia with a focus on archaeological geophysics applied to Native American sites in the southeastern United States. He is the founder of Bigman Geophysical, LLC, a private firm focusing on training, consulting, and technology supply.
Music and the American South Series

Something in the Water: A History of Music in Macon, Georgia, 1823-1980
Ben Wynne
H1008 | $35.00t | 9780881468021

Fix It in the Mix: A Memoir
Paul Hornsby with Michael Buffalo Smith
P620 | $20.00t | 9780881467819

No Saints, No Saviors: My Years With The Allman Brothers Band
Willie Perkins
P547 | $19.00t | 9780881466218

Wille Perkins and Jack Weston
P518 | $25.00t | 9780881465471

Allman Joy: Keeping the Beat with Duane and Gregg
Bill Connell with John Lynskey
P765 | $26.00t | 9780881469004

Paper, Scissors, Rock-n-Roll: Ringo, Duane, & Me
Bill Thames
P644 | $28.00t | 9780881468458

From Macon to Jacksonville: More Conversations in Southern Rock
Michael Buffalo Smith
P570 | $24.00t | 9780881466683

Rebel Yell: An Oral History of Southern Rock
Michael Buffalo Smith
P490 | $24.00t | 9780881464955

The Music of The Statler Brothers: An Anthology
Don Reid
H990 | $29.00t | 9780881467512

The Ragin’ Cajun: Memoir of a Louisiana Man
Doug Kershaw with Cathie Pelletier
H978 | $29.00t | 9780881467161

A Never-Ending Groove: Johnny Sandlin’s Musical Odyssey
Annathalee G. Sandlin
H839 | $30.00t | 9780881462760

Prisoner of Southern Rock: A Memoir
Michael Buffalo Smith
H847 | $27.00t | 9780881463811
Charlotte C. S. Thomas is professor of Philosophy, director of the Great Books Program, and codirector of the McDonald Center for America’s Founding Principles at Mercer University. Her work focuses on ancient political philosophy, philosophy of culture, and ethics. She is the author of The Female Drama: The Philosophical Feminine in the Soul of Plato’s Republic.

Xenophon (430–354 BCE) was a man of many modes: follower of Socrates, Athenian General, friend to Sparta, philosopher, political theorist, military historian, and writer. This collection of essays explores his writings across three genres, all of which he blends into one another: philosophical dialogue, political theory, and history.

In whatever form he chose, Xenophon seems to have several foundational questions always in mind: What makes a human life good? How best should human beings be governed? What aspects of character and accidents of history contribute to good and bad rule and to good and bad lives? Like his teacher Socrates, there seem to be no questions off limits to Xenophon, who defied convention in his writing and in his life. And like his contemporary, Plato, he embraced the practice of altering the facts to illuminate the truth of the human condition.

Xenophon was once considered among the most important figures in Classical Literature, then in the nineteenth century he was marginalized. But his reputation is again on the rise among scholars, and these essays offer ample evidence for why that is a very good thing. The volume focuses on his Cyropaedia, Hellenica, Memorabilia, and Symposium.

This collection is based on the 2022 A.V. Elliott Conference on Great Books and Ideas, sponsored by The Thomas C. and Ramon E. McDonald Center for America’s Founding Principles at Mercer University.

Contributors include Peter Ahrensdorf, Wayne Ambler, Thomas Martin, Gregory McBryer, Carol McNamara, Paul A. Rahe, Richard Ruderman, and Charlotte C. S. Thomas.

March 2024

Philosophy/Essays

TITLES OF INTEREST

The Female Drama
The Philosophical Feminine in the Soul of Plato’s Republic
Charlotte C. S. Thomas
Hardback | $35.00t | H987
978-0-88146-743-7

The Beginning of Liberalism
Reexamining the Political Philosophy of John Locke
edited by Will R. Jordan
Paperback | $25.00 | P640
978-0-88146-837-3

Power and the People
Thucydides’s History and the American Founding
edited by Charlotte C. S. Thomas
Paperback | $24.00 | P578
978-0-88146-695-9

Promise and Peril
Republics and Republicanism in the History of Political Philosophy
edited by Will R. Jordan
Paperback | $24.00 | P523
978-0-88146-619-5

Liberty, Democracy, and the Temptations to Tyranny in the Dialogues of Plato
edited by Charlotte C. S. Thomas
Paperback | $25.00t | P623
978-0-88146-765-7

Promising and Perilous
Sovereignty and the American Founding
edited by William F. Buckley
Paperback | $25.00 | P617
978-0-88146-617-1
Soul and Life: Psyche in Seminal Ancient Greek Thinkers brings together essays on Greek ontology, psychology, politics, and theories of soul in Socratic thought, Plato, Aristotle, and Herodotus. Among the included perspectives, there is the recognition in common that the soul or ψυχή (psyche) is not a mere hypostatization or reification of the object of cognitive studies. Instead, the essays contained in Soul and Life attempt to understand the soul as distinguished by life itself and as setting out ways of being in the world. The essays in Part I focus on political psychology, pursue feminist themes, and engage with issues in ethics and education. Contributions in Part II argue that the soul situates the fundamental structures in ontology and the study of Being as such. The authors in Part II further approach ancient psychology in terms of new ways of understanding the capacities of living beings for nutrition and generation and articulate the soul as a central concept in the constitution of the world as knowable.


Marina Marren is assistant professor of Philosophy at the United Arab Emirates University. Her research focuses on Ancient Greek, political, as well as nineteenth and twentieth century philosophy. In addition to numerous scholarly articles, Marren is author of Plato and Aristophanes: Comedy, Politics, and the Pursuit of a Just Life and editor of In Dialogue with Plato’s Politics and Education.
Do You Know Who You Are?: Reading the Buddha's Discourses
Krishnam Venkatesh P573 | $18.00t | 9780881466799

Exceptionally Common Courage: Fear and Trembling and the Puzzle of Kierkegaard's Authorship
Kevin Hoffman P633 | $35.00t | 9780881468076

Kierkegaard on Woman, Gender, and Love
Sylvia Welsh P652 | $35.00t | 9780881468618

Taking Kierkegaard Personally: First Person Responses
Jaimie Lorenzen and Gordon Marino, editors P609 | $38.00t | 9780881467703

Kierkegaard in Context: Essays in Honor of Jon Stewart
Lee Borrett and Peter Säde, editors H981 | $45.00t | 9780881467239

The Kierkegaard-Girard Option
Charles K. Bellinger P592 | $30.00t | 9780881467246

Truth Is Subjectivity: Kierkegaard and Political Theology
Sylvia Welsh Perkins, editor P595 | $25.00t | 9780881467291

Kant and Kierkegaard on Time and Eternity
Randall M. Green H380 | $50.00t | 9780881462555

Repetition and the Fullness of Time: Gift, Task, and Narrative in Kierkegaard's Upbuilding Ethics
Randall G. Colgan P474 | $30.00t | 9780881466270

Why Kierkegaard Matters: A Festschrift in Honor of Robert L. Perkins
Marc A. Jolley and Edman L. Rowell, Jr., editors H811 | $45.00t | 9780881462128

Freedom and Society: Essays on Autonomy, Identity, and Political Freedom
Y. Deng, C. Rosental, R.H. Scott and R.S. Simmons, editors P624 | $35.00t | 9780881467871

The Depths of Life: Paul Tillich's Understanding of God
Dunne Olson P594 | $25.00t | 9780881466760

The Ethics of Paul Tillich
Ronald H. Stone P534 | $25.00t | 9780881468097

The Body's Ultimate Concern: Reflections on an Embodied Theology of Paul Tillich
Adam Pryer and Devon Stohl, editors H958 | $35.00t | 9780881466629

Prophetic Interruptions: Critical Theory, Emancipation, and Religion in Paul Tillich, Theodor Adorno, and Max Horkheimer...
Bryan L. Weigand H944 | $35.00t | 9780881466348

Why Tillich? Why Now?
Thomas G. Bondy, editor P635 | $35.00t | 9780881468106

Religious Internationalism: War and Peace in the Thought of Paul Tillich
Matthew Lan Weaver, editor P408 | $35.00t | 9780881461886

The Divine Madness of Romantic Ideas: A Reader's Companion for Kierkegaard's Stages on Life's Way
Kevin Hoffman P492 | $35.00t | 9780881464993

Irigaray and Kierkegaard: On the Construction of the Self
Holene Tallan Russell P394 | $35.00t | 9780881461664

The Concept of Anxiety in Søren Kierkegaard
Helene Tallon Russell P394 | $35.00t | 9780881461664

From Reflection and Choice": The Political Philosophy of the Federalist Papers and the Ratification Debate
Will R. Jordan, editor P604 | $24.00t | 9780881467444

When In the Course of Human Events: 1776 at Home, Abroad, and in American Memory
Will R. Jordan, editor P568 | $24.00t | 9780881466607

The Most Sacred Freedom: Religious Liberty in the History of Philosophy and America's Founding
Charlotte S. Thomas and Will R. Jordan, editors PS24 | $24.00t | 9780881465631

Of Sympathy and Selfishness: The Moral and Political Philosophy of Adam Smith
Charlotte S. Thomas, editor P506 | $24.00t | 9780881465297

No Greater Monster nor Miracle than Myself: The Political Philosophy of Michel de Montaigne
Charlotte S. Thomas, editor P487 | $24.00t | 9780881465856

Gods, Games, and Globalization: New Perspectives on Religion and Sport
Rebecca Ripert and Arthur Remillard, editors P591 | $35.00t | 9780881467222

Dribbling for Dawah: Sports among Muslim Americans
Steven Fink P536 | $30.00t | 9780881465921

Winning the Race? Religion, Hope, and Reshaping the Sport Enhancement Debate
Tracy J. Trothen P516 | $30.00t | 9780881465433

Game Day and God: Football, Faith and Politics in the American South
Eric Bain-Selbo P458 | $25.00t | 9780881464177

The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Sport: How Calvinism and Capitalism Shaped America's Games
Steven J. Overman P419 | $35.00t | 9780881462265

Walter Rauschenbusch: Published Works...: Vol I: Christianity and the Social Crisis ...
William H. Brackney, general editor H950 | $45.00t | 9780881466454

Walter Rauschenbusch: Published Works...: Vol II: Christianizing the Social Order ...
William H. Brackney, general editor H960 | $45.00t | 9780881464661

Walter Rauschenbusch: Published Works...: Vol III: Theology of a Social Gospel ...
William H. Brackney, general editor H962 | $45.00t | 9780881466782

The Reception of Rauschenbusch: The Responses of His Earliest Readers
William L. Pitts, Jr. H896 | $45.00t | 9780881468612

More Witnesses to the Baptist Heritage: Twenty-Four More Baptists Every Christian Should Know
Michael E. Williams, Sr., editor P632 | $28.00t | 9780881468069

Christianity: A Biblical, Historical, and Theological Guide for Students, Revised and Expanded
K.M. Lopez, J.G. Bashow, P.R. Dixon, W.G. Jones, Jr., A.C. English, and R.A. Newson P627 | $35.00t | 9780881461137

Baptists, Gospel, and Culture: Papers from the Eighth International Conference on Baptist Studies
William L. Pitts, Jr., editor P625 | $40.00t | 9780881468955

Baptists and Revivals: Papers from the Seventh International Conference on Baptist Studies
William L. Pitts, Jr., editor P574 | $35.00t | 9780881468363

Theological Formation: Making Theology Your Own
Mark Elzinga P602 | $35.00t | 9780881467475

Current and recent backlist titles can also be found on pages 25 & 26
Charlotte Atlee White Rowe: The Story of America's First Appointed Woman Missionary
Read S. Tutun
H101 | $35.00 | 9780881468386

The Global Mission of the Jim Crow South: Southern Baptist Missionaries and the Shaping of Latin American Evangelicalism
João Chaves
P643 | $35.00 | 9780881468362

Crawford Howell Toy: The Man, the Scholar, the Teacher
Michael C. Parsons
P93 | $35.00 | 9780881467253

CLAYPOOL
C. Douglas Weaver and Aaron Douglas Weaver, editors
H1030 | $30.00 | 9780881468625

Separation of Church and State: Founding Principle of Religious Liberty
Frank Lambert
H884 | $29.00 | 9780881464771

Thorny Grammar: God's Messenger from Lincolnshire
John Inscore Essex
H876 | $30.00 | 9780881464610

The Collected Works of Hanserd Knollys: Pamphlets On Religion
William L. Pitts, Jr. and Rolly Rollén-Figueras, editors
H933 | $45.00 | 9780881464610

The Invisible Hand in the Wilderness: Economics, Ecology, and God
Malcolm Clemens Young
P488 | $30.00 | 97808814646870

Crossing Baptist Boundaries: A Festschrift in Honor of William Henry Brackney

The 16 Strivings for God: The New Psychology of Religious Experiences
Steven Reiss†
P576 | $35.00 | 9780881466843

Inhabiting the World: Identity, Politics, and Theology in Radical Baptist Perspective
Ryan Andrew Newsom
P559 | $35.00 | 9780881466492

Eavesdropping on the Most Segregated Hour: A City's Clergy Reflect on Racial Reconciliation
edited by Andrew M. Manis with Sandy Dwayne Martin
P626 | $24.00 | 9780881467918

The Imitation of Christ: A New Reading of the 1441 Latin Autograph Manuscript
edited & translated by William C. Creasy
H749 | $32.00 | 9780881460971

Lessons from Aquinas: A Resolution of Faith and Reason
Creighton Rosenthal
H829 | $45.00 | 9780881462531

Ante Pacem: Archaeological Evidence of Church Life Before Constantine
Gregory F. Snyder†
P576 | $35.00 | 9780881466484

The 16 Strivings for God: The New Psychology of Religious Experiences
Steven Reiss†
H911 | $25.00 | 97808814665570

Is God a Christian? Creating a Community of Conversation
Anthony Chute
P416 | $18.00 | 9780881462234

Struggling with God: An Introduction to the Pentateuch
Mark McIntire
P336 | $25.00 | 9780881461015

Thy Will Be Done: A Biography of George W. Truett
Keith Dusa
H792 | $35.00 | 9780881461572

Surviving the Stained-Glass Jungle
William L. Self†
P499 | $15.00 | 9780881465674

Father Mercer: The Story of a Baptist Statesman
Anthony Coute
P436 | $20.00 | 9780881462623

A Choosing People: The History of Seventh Day Baptists
Don A. Sanford
P488 | $35.00 | 9780881464863

Peter's Last Sermon: Identity and Discipleship in the Gospel of Mark
James Dowsey
P417 | $25.00 | 9780881462241

Domestic Slavery Considered as a Scriptural Institution
Nathan A. Finn and Keith Harper, editors
H755 | $45.00 | 9780881461077

Turning Points in Baptist History: A Festschrift in Honor of Harry Leon McBeth
Michael E. Williams, Sr. and Walter B. Shurden, editors
P430 | $30.00 | 9780881462449

A Miracle of Grace: An Autobiography
Glenn E. Hirsan
H856 | $35.00 | 9780881463941

A Scandalous Providence: The Jesus Story of the Compassion of God: Revised and Updated
Frank Tupper†
P434 | $40.00 | 9780881462609

Jesus of Nazareth: Background, Witnesses, and Significance
Gerald L. Barchet†
P438 | $25.00 | 9780881462661

The Awakening of the Freewill Baptists: Benjamin Randall and the Founding of an American Religious Tradition
Scott Bryant
H815 | $35.00 | 9780881462166

Politics and Faith: Reinhold Niebuhr and Paul Tillich at Union Seminary in New York
Ronald H. Stone
P863 | $45.00 | 9780881463859

By What Authority? The Vital Questions of Religious Authority in Christianity
Robert L. Millet, editor
P410 | $35.00 | 9780881462012

Between Fetters and Freedom: African American Baptists since Emancipation
Edward R. Cowther and Keith Harper, editors
H906 | $35.00 | 9780881464502

And Your Daughters Shall Prophesy: Sermons by Women in Baptist Life
Karen Massey, editor
P447 | $25.00 | 9780881462852

I Will Sing the Wondrous Story: A History of Baptist Hymnody in North America
David W. Music and Paul A. Richardson
P429 | $35.00 | 9780881462432

Church Music in America, 1620–2000
John Gospodinoff
H720 | $49.95 | 9780881462621

Current and recent backlist titles can also be found on pages 25 & 26.
Christopher L. Schelin is dean of students at Starr King School for the Ministry in California and a senior research fellow at the International Baptist Theological Study Centre in the Netherlands. He holds an MDiv from Duke University and a PhD from Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. His research interests include Baptist history and theology as well as the interactions between religious traditions, political liberalism, and democracy.

The Contestable Church
Dissent, Democracy, and Baptist Ecclesiology
Christopher L. Schelin

May 2024
Baptist History/Ecclesiology

For the contestable church, conflict spurs Christians to be ever receptive to difference and always reforming

Baptists have a well-earned reputation as a contentious people. Lacking a centralized authority to settle disputes, and defending the conscience of each believer, they have excelled at conflict and division. But perhaps the resolution of this scandal is not for Baptists to stop fighting, but to learn to fight better.

In The Contestable Church, Christopher L. Schelin reconsiders Baptist ecclesiology from the perspective that conflict is not merely inevitable but is essentially constructive for the church’s discernment of the mind of Christ. Enlisting the support of radical democratic political theory, as exemplified in the work of Romand Coles, the author argues that it is precisely through hospitable encounters with difference and disagreement that new possibilities emerge. Schelin invites Baptists not to shy away from conflict, employing convergences with radical democracy to reimagine key doctrinal themes such as soul competency, the priesthood of believers, and pastoral authority. By adopting insights from radical democracy, Baptists may avoid the competing dangers of excessive individualism and conformist authoritarianism.
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If festschrifts celebrate a person for their life’s work, few are more worthy of the honor than William J. Leonard. He is equal parts teacher, minister, and administrator, all with a style that is “uniquely Leonard.” Why Study Baptists?: A Festschrift to William J. Leonard features eleven essays by friends, colleagues, and former students that bear witness to that style.

These essays explore topics ranging from race and spirituality to Appalachian religion and religious freedom. If one detects a familiar ring, it is because those are broad themes that reflect Bill Leonard’s career. He will tell you that he is a radical when it comes to race—because he is. He will tell you that he keeps close tabs on the political scene, especially on religious liberty issues—because he does. He will tell you that he cares deeply about others, especially in matters bearing on spirituality and equality—because it’s true.

So, why should anyone study Baptists? The reasons vary from person to person, but one thing is certain: Bill Leonard has set a high standard. Future chroniclers of all things Baptist will do well to consult his works at some point in their journey. The essays in this volume are a testimony to Leonard’s call for integrity of thought and deed. They are also a testimony to the effect one person can have on how you see the world around you.

Readers of the BENA Series will immediately recognize that this series does not follow the traditional “Baptists in the United States” or “Baptists in America” organizing pattern. Especially in the colonial period, the division between the Thirteen Colonies and the Canadas and Maritimes was secondary in light of a unified political culture under British colonial administration. As Morgan Edwards saw it, the Baptist religious community stretched from Nova Scotia to Georgia before the Revolution.

Volume XI specifically illustrates the presence of Nova Scotia Baptists in the transatlantic community.

In the late colonial period, the Maritime Provinces in British North America were a frontier to the emerging American colonies in the process of becoming a new nation. In addition to the administration of His Majesty’s government there were significant influences from the New England colonies. From 1760 scores of families from the six New England colonies emigrated especially to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, known as “planters.” They were later joined by the United Empire Loyalists who fled the American Revolution to remain loyal to their King. Their settlements, villages, ports, and farms resettled the old Acadian lands and, happily for the British, they anglicized French Maritime Canada.

In the historical introduction, Roger Prentice informatively demonstrates the theological and polity formation of a congregation made up of planters and the next generations. How the Baptist movement came to be in Canada is Wolfville’s story: it is the oldest continuing Baptist congregation in Canada.
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The James N. Griffith Endowed Series in Baptist Studies
This series on Baptist life and thought explores and investigates Baptist history, offers analyses of Baptist theologies, provides studies in hymnody, and examines the role of Baptists in societies and cultures around the world. The series also includes classics of Baptist literature, letters, diaries, and other writings.
—C. Douglas Weaver, series editor
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Karen Massey, editor
P447 | 978-0-88146-285-2 | $25t
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H815 | 978-0-88146-216-6 | $35t
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Lee Conpee
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Baptist Principles: With Practical Applications and Questions for Discussion
George H. Tooz
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Melody Maxwell and T. Laine Scales, editors
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William L. Pitts, Jr., editor
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Don A. Sanford, editor
H846 | 978-0-88146-284-5 | $35t

Crossing Baptist Boundaries: A Festschrift in Honor of William Henry Brackney
Enrich Geddoth, editor
H970 | 978-0-88146-694-2 | $45t
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Marc A. Jolley and John D. Pierce, editors
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H833 | 978-0-88146-258-6 | $35t
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C. Douglas Weaver
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A Miracle of Grace: An Autobiography
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Our Sufficiency Is of God: Essays...in Honor of Gardner C. Taylor
T. George, J. E. Massey, and R. Smith, Jr., editors
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A Piety above the Common Standard: Jesse Mercer and the Defense of Evangelistic Calvinism
Anthony Cruise
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The Plainly Revealed Word of God?: Baptist Hermeneutics in Theory and Practice
Helen Dare and Simon Woodman
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The Reception of Rauschenbusch: The Responses of His Earliest Readers
William L. Pitts, Jr.
P961 | 978-0-88146-681-2 | $45t

Selected Spiritual Writings of Anne Dutton
John Ford Watson, editor
7 Hardback Volumes—$50s
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Keith Harper, editor
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Walter B. Shurden and Michael Williams, editors
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Keith Harper and C. Douglas Weaver
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### Order Form (Individuals Only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visa/Mastercard#</th>
<th>Exp. Date</th>
<th>CVC# (3-digit on back)</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Check</th>
<th>Money Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship to Name &amp; Address (if different than above)</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>MUP#</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>Sub-Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipping Options for Individual Orders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Continental United States Addresses Only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Postal Service - Media Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Publisher not responsible for lost shipments sent by USPS Media Mail)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Postal Service - Priority Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Call for pricing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS Ground or UPS Ground Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Active Series Published by Mercer University Press

America’s Historically Black Colleges and Universities Series
Voices of the African Diaspora Series
The James N. Griffith Endowed Series in Baptist Studies
Baptists in Early North America Series
Perspectives on Baptist Identities Series
Early English Baptist Texts Series
Mercer Commentary on the Bible Series
Sports and Religion Series

Food and the American South Series
Music and the American South Series
Carson McCullers Series
Flannery O’Connor Series
A.V. Elliott Conference Series
Mercer Tillich Series
Mercer Kierkegaard Series
International Kierkegaard Commentary Series

The Melungeon Series
State Narratives of the Civil War Series
Mercer University Ocmulgee Series